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ETC Source Four 
Profile Spot

Ellipsoidal fixture with 
beam angles between 

10 and 36 degrees

Fresnel - 1000W

Classic lamp projector with focal 
adjustment giving precise 

movement and beam angle

Minuette Fresnel 
- 650W

Compact luminaire 
with great optical and 
photometric qualities

Vintage Strand 
Patt 123 Fresnel

Refurbished vintage fresnel 
with 750W lamp and beautiful 

brushed metal finish

Vintage Strand 
Patt 23 Profile

Refurbished vintage profile 
with 750W lamp and beautiful 

brushed metal finish

Pierced Metal 
Lanterns

Customised metal lanterns, 
perfect to light walkways

Studio Due City 
Colour 2500W

Powerful architectural light 
with dichroic colour flags

Lighting - Generic / Architectural
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VINTAGE STRAND PATT 23 & 123



  ASTERA AX10 SPOTMAX
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Astera AX3 
Lightdrop

Compact IP65 RGBW 
puck sized fixture with a 
15W Cree LED, magnetic 
base and variety of filters

Astera AX5 
Triple-Par

45W wireless PAR and 
uplighter with wireless DMX 

and multiple mounting options

Astera AX10 
SpotMax

The brightest battery 
operated spotlight on the 

market, with 135W of power 
lasting up to 20 hours

Astera Titan 
Tube LED 

The ultimate LED tube for film and 
events, programmable with up to 16 
pixels and ultra high colour rendering

Astera Helios 
Tube LED

All the features of the 
popular Titan Tube in a 

smaller format

Astera ART7 
Wireless DMX

Wireless DMX transmitter 
interface between Astera 

lights and controller

Prolight 
Smartbat

Compact and discreet LED 
uplighter with 32W of 

power and silent operation

Clay Paky 
GlowUp

Wireless, beautiful and 
adjustable, with 4 x 10W RBGW 
LEDs with varying beam angles

Lighting - Wireless LED
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iPix BB4 
washlight

Versatile and powerful 60cm 
LED batten, with homogenised 
colour mixing and only 120W 

consumption

LED Parcan 
RGBWA

15 x 18W LEDS, each with 
red, blue, green, amber, 
white and UV diodes

ADJ H2O LED

Compact 10W LED 
that simulates water 

flowing effects

SGM P-5 LED 
wash light

IP65 rated workhorse with 44 
high power 10W RGBW 

LEDs, complete with 21° and 
43° lenses and barn doors

LED Spheres

40cm diameter DMX 
controlled RGB LED spheres, 

floor standing or hung

Lighting - LED

LED Festoon

Dimmable LED 4W lamps 
every 40cm with clear glass 

and rugged PVC cable
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Varilite VL3000S

6:1 zoom optics, CMY 
colour mixing and 

1200W short arc lamp

Clay Paky Alphaspot 
1200 HPE

1200W effects projector with 
15°- 40° zoom, graphics 
system and colour filters

Clay Paky 
Alphawash 1200

Powerful 1200W washlight 
with CMY colour mixing and 

wide linear zoom

Martin Mac Aura 
XB

An extra bright version of the 
award winning Aura, it 

features superior colour 
mixing and an optimized lens

Clay Paky 
Sharpy Profile

189W fast moving beam 
light with an impressive 

output of 60,000 lx at 20m

7000W 
Searchlights

Over 40 high powered 
searchlights capable of 

stunning aerial lighting displays

Lighting - Intelligent moving heads
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    7000W SEARCHLIGHTS
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MA Lighting 
Grand MA2 Full-

size
MA Lighting’s powerful console that 

offers the control of conventional 
light, moving lights, LED fixtures 

and media from one platform.

MA Lighting NPU

This network processing unit 
unites the calculation power 

in the network and can 
handle 4,096 parameters

High End Systems 
DP8000 processor

Adds an additional 8 
universes to the Hog 

lighting control network 

Avolites Pearl 
Tiger

Compact and functional lighting 
desk combining simplistic 

controls with advanced functions

Sunlight DMX
Stand alone laptop based 

DMX control interface

Lighting - Control

High End Systems 
Road Hog 3

At just 17.5kg, this desk combines 
high performance with great value

High End Systems 
Road Hog 4

Features a huge 22” high-
res multitouch display with 

four DMX universes and 
gigabit ports for networking
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 HIGHEND SYSTEMS ROADHOG 4
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Avolites ART2000 
48-way dimmer

Robust dimmer with 48 RCBO-
protected channels as well as a hot 

power module substitution and system 
screen for programming and analytics

Avolites Powercube 
18way dimmer

Complete dimming, mains 
and data distribution in 

one compact box

SRS DP3-5 single 
channel dimmer

Digital dimmer with 16A 
mini MCB weighing just 2kg

Lighting - Dimming

Zero88 Alphapack  
3 channel dimmer

Portable dimmer conveniently possible 
to hang in truss or on a wall, with local 

fader control as well as DMX.

Zero88 Rack 6          
6 channel dimmer

Economical 2U dimmer with 6 x 
10A breakers, multiple dimmer 

curves and 12 memories.
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Audipack Silent 9300 
interpreter booth

ISO-compliant two or three 
person interpreter booth with 

excellent sound isolation qualities

Multicaisse Congress 
interpreter booth

ISO-compliant two or three 
person interpreter booth with 

excellent sound isolation qualities

Shure IS6132 
Interpreter desk

Portable interpreter unit offers 4 
relay languages, 2 outgoing 

channels, support for 32 channels, 
and multiple interlock modes.

Shure DT6032 Digital 
IR Transmitter

Central modulator unit that 
can transmit up to 32 

channels of crystal clear 
audio over infra-red light

Shure RA6025 IR 
radiator

Powerfully distributes 
reliable infra-red digital 

signals to wireless receivers

Conferencing - Simultaneous    
Interpretation

Shure AO6008 
Audio Output

Audio output unit outputs 8 floor or 
language channels to IR language 

distribution systems, recording, and 
web-streaming devices.

Shure CCU Central 
Control Unit

Fully digital distribution of 
‘floor’ audio plus 31 

interpretation channels

Shure DR6032 
Digital IR receiver 

Receives up to 32 channels 
of high quality digital audio 

over infra-red light 

Shure MXCIC 
Interpreter desk

Interpreter console with 3 
outgoing language channels, 8 

relay channels, and color 
display. ISO 20109-compliant.
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SHURE MXC640 CONFERENCE MICROPHONE  
                   AND MXCSIGN DIGITAL NAMESIGN14

AUTOMATED CAMERA 
CONTROL SOFTWARE
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Shure MXC640 
touchscreen microphone

Touchscreen Conference Unit 
with integrated color 

touchscreen and ID card reader

Shure DC6990P 
touchscreen microphone

Touchscreen Conference Unit 
with integrated color 

touchscreen and ID card reader

SW6000 Conference 
Management Suite

Provides advanced configuration, control, 
management, and customization of 

conferences and meetings.

Camera Control 
Suite

Automatically recalls 
camera presets based on 

which microphone is active

Sony SRG360-SHE 
PTZ camera

Full HD remote cameras 
with streaming outputs 

and advance PTZ functions

Conferencing - Discussion (wired)

Shure EX6010 
Extension Unit

Extension power supply unit 
increases system capacity 
DCS 6000 / MXC Systems

Shure DC6190P 
microphone

Portable conference unit that 
features speak/function 

buttons, loudspeaker and two 
interpretation channel 

selectors.

Shure MXCSIGN 
digital name sign

Dual sided e-paper information 
display which identifies 

conference participants. Used 
with MXC, DCS 6000
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Shure MXCW640 
wireless microphone

Wireless Conference Unit 
configurable as Chairman, 

Delegate, Listener, or 
Ambient Microphone unit.

Shure MXCW-APT

Access Point for Microflex Complete 
Wireless conference system. 

Controls up to 125 MXCW640 
wireless conference units.

Shure MXWAPT8 
access point

8-channel wireless access 
point transceiver that assigns 
clean frequencies to wireless 

microphones for conferencing

Conferencing - Discussion (wireless)

Shure MXW8 
wireless 

gooseneck

Wireless table microphone offers 
compatibility with Microflex Wireless 

systems and a stylish design to 
complement any conference setting. 

Shure MXCW-NCS

Networked charging station 
for 10 MXCW lithium 

batteries

Shure MXW2 
handheld mic

Handheld microphone with 
SM58 capsule for presentation 
and conferencing applications.

TravelGuide 
Transmitter

15 channel audio transmitter 
commonly used for tours, 

interpretation and silent seminars

TravelGuide 
Receiver

Wireless RF receiver operating on 
licensed 863-865MHz with 15 

channels of superb audio quality

FM Transmitter

50W licensed FM transmitter 
used for audio broadcast for 

various situations
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SHURE MXCW640 WIRELESS 
CONFERENCE MICROPHONE
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Simultaneous 
Interpreters

Professional conference 
interpreters that can 
translate the meeting 
dialogue in real-time

Consecutive 
Interpreters

Normally working on stage with the 
presenter, consecutive interpreters 

repeat the script paragraph by 
paragraph after the presenter

Live captioning
Captioners create real-time text to 

screen by either typing into a stenotype 
machine with a phonetic keyboard or re-

speaking what they hear into voice 
recognition software that they have 

specifically trained to their voice.

Conferencing - Language Services

Translation

Written translation of any 
language combination, charged 

per page of content.

Liaison Interpreters

Popular with private meetings, 
interpreters sit with one or 

max two people and whisper 
the interpretation directly to 

their ears

Transcription

Creating a script of 
proceedings from an audio 
or video recording, post-

event

Subtitling
Adding captions in any language 

to a pre-recorded video file, 
provided in either .srt format or 
hard-coded into the video file18



TW Audio VERA 10A
Uncompromising sound 

quality as a flexible hung or 
ground stacked compact 

line array

TW Audio VERA S30
Two 15” woofers within an 

innovative enclosure providing 
base reflex within a horn-
loaded subwoofer design

HK Audio VX2400 
amplifier

Dual channel power amplifier 
featuring integrated protective 

and monitoring circuits

Mackie SRM450/650 
self-powered 

speakers
Industry standard self-

powered speakers suitable 
for a wide range of purposes

Mackie SRM1850 
self-powered subs
1600W of intense power 

paired with a custom high-
output 18” woofer

Audio - PA systems

HK Audio PR:O 
10X

A versatile 10”/1” enclosure 
that can serve as a satellite, 
full range cabinet or a low-

profile wedge

Powersoft K3 DSP 
amplifier

2-channel high performance 
power applifier, combines 

excellent value with an 
attractive mix of features

HK Audio PR:O 
18S

Delivers a low-ranging base 
foundation from an 18” offer 

in a bass reflex housing
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Shure QLXD 
handheld / lapels

Digital wireless 
microphones cater for an 
all-round higher class of 

audio reproduction

Sennheiser EW112 
handhelds and lapels

Quick set up and user 
friendly operation providing 
natural speech reproduction

Shure SM81 
condensor 

microphones
Uniform cardioid pickup pattern 
achieves maximum gain before 

feedback onstage, while offering 
excellent off-axis rejection in a 

myriad of applications.

Shure MX418 18” 
gooseneck 

microphone
A fully adjustable cardioid gooseneck 
microphone designed for podium and 
desktop use in speech, presentations, 

conferences and more.

Shure Beta 52 
drum microphone

Specially designed for all 
kinds of bass, from kick 
drums to bass guitars.

Audio - Microphones

Shure SM57 
dynamic 

microphone
Cardioid dynamic instrument 

microphone offers clean 
reproduction of amplified and 

acoustic instruments. 

DPA d:Fine Slim 
Dual Ear 4118 

headset accessory
Accurate and natural voice 

intelligibility and high SPL capabilities 
that prevent any distortion

Shure SM58 
dynamic vocal 

microphone
The SM58 is known as the world’s most 
popular performance microphone, also a 

very effective microphone for live 
streaming and podcasting

Shure Beta 98AD/
C miniture 

condensor mic
A cardioid condenser drum 

microphone and comes complete 
with the A98D drum mount which 

features a flexible gooseneck
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Midas M32R
Utilises award-winning Midas PRO 

Series microphone preamplifiers and 
the custom-designed Midas PRO 

motorised faders that are rated for 1 
million life cycles

Midas DL32 stage 
box

Provides 32 MIDAS PRO Series 
remote-controllable mic preamps, 

plus 16 balanced analog XLR 
returns at the stage end

Mackie PROFX 8 
V4

A sound bag–friendly, 
multitrack field recorder with 

look-ahead limiters for 
distortion-free 24-bit audio, 
and up to 8-input / 10-track 
recording for a multitude of 

uses

Zoom F8N 8 channel 
field recorder

The perfect tool for professional 
installations requiring versatile, 

shock and condensation 
resistant, PC compatible audio 

recording and playback.

Marantz PMD580 
recorder

Industry standard digital 
turntables

Audio - Control / Recording

Mackie DL806

Combines the power of a full featured 
digital live sound mixer with the 

unmatched ease-of-use of an iPad  

Yamaha LS6-16
The small size and lightweight of the 
LS9-16 make it a perfect choice for 
applications that require maximum 

portability and handling ease.

The ultimate solution for live, 
home recording, and content 

creators. With Onyx mic preamps 
that offer 60db of headroom, 

single-knob compression, and 24 
built-in FX.

Pioneer CDJ2000 
NEXUS

Delivers excellent 
connectivity, up-to-date FX 
and mind-blowing features 

to make it the centrepiece of 
any professional DJ setup.

Pioneer DJM900 
NEXUS
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32” - 65” LED screens

A variety of sizes of TV 
screens suitable for a 

multitude of uses

Lightweight or heavy duty 
options suitable for our full 

range of LED TVs

TV stands

Convert a single high-definition 
HDMI signal into two 3G-SDI signals 
for ensuring workflow compatibility 
in professional video environments

Black Magic Design 
SDI/HDMI bi-

directional convertors 

A live event multi camera 
production switcher with 8 
individual Ultra HD inputs 

built into a 1RU chassis

Video / LED Screens

Black Magic 
Design Production 
Studio 4K switcher

Four of each HDMI and SDI inputs 
are available on the rear of the 
chassis, and both sets of inputs 
support SD and HD resolution 

signals

Black Magic 
Design TV Studio 

HD switcher
Offers bidirectional, multi-rate 
SDI to optical fiber conversion 

capabilities with complete 
independence in each direction

Black Magic Design 
Optical Fiber 12G-SDI 

mini convertors

2.5mm pitch indoor LED 
screen, suitable for curved or 

standard installation

Absen 2.5mm PL Lite 
Series LED screen

Using the Nova G4 engine, the 
VX6S supports resolution up 
to 1920a1cc1 1200@60Hz

Novastar VX6S scaler 
and screen controller
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Original Steeldeck 8’ x 4'
Made in the UK, rated to 
bear weight of 2 tonnes 
per deck. Versatile and 
robust, available in a 

variety of sizes

Original Steeldeck 8’ x 2’
Made in the UK, rated to 

bear weight of 2 tonnes per 
deck. Versatile and robust, 

available in a variety of sizes

Litec QX30S 6M 
diameter circular 

truss
Square section aluminium 

truss twist- resistant version 
with 29 cm long sides

Litec QX30S 4M 
diameter circular 

truss

A variety of tripods, stands 
and lifts ranging from 2m 
Manfrotto stands to 6m 

Eurotruss winchers

Stands and lifts

Certified chain hoists with 
10m chains, and 500kg load

Truss and Staging

Litec QX30S box 
truss

Square section aluminium 
truss twist- resistant version 

with 29 cm long sides

Original Steeldeck 4’ x 4'
Made in the UK, rated to 

bear weight of 2 tonnes per 
deck. Versatile and robust, 

available in a variety of sizes

Square section aluminium 
truss twist- resistant version 

with 29 cm long sides

Dutest chain hoists

A variety of accessories for 
any rigging requirement

Rigging 
accessories
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MOTOROLA DP4400 
TWO-WAY RADIOS
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Motorola DP4400e 
two way radios
ETSI DMR Standards 

compliant digital two-way radios 
that delivers operation-critical 
voice and data communications

Spare batteries

Well maintained, annually analyzed 
with belt clips as standard

D-Shaped covert 
earpieces

Combat high-noise 
environments with active 

noise cancelling technology 

Noise cancelling 
headsets

Long-range capabilities 
using TETRA technology

Communication - Motorola two-way 
radios and Airbus TETRA radios

Remote Speaker 
mics

Clear audio with noise 
cancelling features combined 
with light weight efficiency 

6-way chargers

Efficient charging without 
an abundance of wires

Covert communication, 
sterilised inbetween hires

Airbus TH9 TETRA 
radio

Covert communication, 
sterilised inbetween hires

HDS-8 d-shaped 
earpiece for TH9
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Clearcom Freespeak 
II base station

A five-channel, full-duplex 
wireless intercom solution, ideal 
for large-scale, complex designs 

or specialized applications

Clearcom Freespeak 
II Tranceiver

Used with FSII base stations, 
beltpacks and splitter to 

create large coverage zones

Clearcom BP410 
wireless beltpacks

Two channel rackmount 
main station for analog 

partyline communication.

Clearcom MS702 
base station

Two- channel analog 
beltpacks with low-noise 

audio and shaped contour 
crystal clear audio, known as 

“The Clear-Com Sound”.

Communication - Intercom systems

Clearcom DX410 
base station

2-channel base station for 
DX410 beltpacks and all-in-

one wireless headsets.

Clearcom Freespeak 
II wireless beltpacks

1.9GHz digital wireless 
beltpacks with 7kHz audio 

and a built-in flashlight

2.4GHz digital wireless 
beltpack with 7kHz audio.

Clearcom RS701 
wired beltpacks

Single-ear standard headset 
with very high quality audio

Clearcom CC-300 
headset
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CLEARCOM INTERCOM 
SYSTEMS
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Martin Magnum 
1800 smoke machine

A high-powered fogger suitable for 
any installation - from the largest 
to the smallest. Highly flexible, the 

1800 is built sleek and rugged.

Jem Compact Hazer 
Pro

Robust yet small and 
lightweight, a versatile haze 

machine designed for the highly 
demanding professional market.

Electric confetti 
cartridges

This bright and compact LED 
linear strobe utilises 99 x 3 W 

Cree XP-D LEDs with a 
reflector design that offers .

Martin Rush strobe 
light

Special Effects

Magic FX 
Powershot

Compact shot unit to fire electric 
confetti and streamer cannons.

Jem AF-2 DMX fan
High-output fully DMX controllable fan, 
constructed from lightweight aluminum, 
weight has been limited to only 17.5 kg 

with the flying bracket installed

Available in a multitude of 
colors and materials
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WWW.DLCEVENTS.COM 

FACEBOOK: @DLCEVENTS 
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